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DNA-RNA hybrids are heterogeneous nucleic acid duplexes consisting of a DNA strand and a RNA strand, and are formed as key
intermediates in many important biological processes. They serve as substrates for the RNase H enzymatic activity, which has been
exploited for several biomedical technologies such as antiviral and antisense therapies. To understand the relation of structural properties
with the base composition in DNA-RNA hybrids, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on selected model systems by
systematically varying the deoxypyrimidine (dPy) content from 0 to 100% in the DNA strand. The results suggest that the hybrid duplex
properties are highly dependent on their deoxypyrimidine content of the DNA strand. However, such variations are not seen in their
corresponding pure DNA and RNA duplex counterparts. It is also noticed that the systematic variation in deoxypyrimidine content of
hybrids leads to gradual transformation between B- and A-form nucleic acid structures. Binding free energy calculations explain the
previous experimental findings that the hybrids with high deoxypyrimidine content (>50%) are more stable than their respective pure
counterparts. Pseudorotation angles, minor groove widths, phosphodiester angles, and glycosidic dihedral angle exhibit gradual A- to
A/B-like conformation with decreasing deoxypyrimidine content. Based on extensive analysis, possible factors that affect RNase H
enzymatic activity on hybrid duplexes with high dPy composition are proposed.

Introduction
Homogeneous antiparallel DNA duplexes are important in
transferring genetic information from DNA to protein by forming
Okazaki fragments.1-3 It has been found that heterogeneous
nucleic acids namely hybrids and chimeras, containing both DNA
and RNA strands within a single duplex exist and are important
structural intermediates in certain biological processes.4-9 The
DNA-RNA hybrids are duplexes that contain one entire DNA
strand complementary to a RNA strand. Chimeras are duplexes
that have at least one strand coexisting both DNA and RNA
moieties. Processes like DNA replication, transcription,
telomerase replication, and reverse transcription4-7 are highly
dependent on the formation and cleavage of these novel
molecules. Hybrids have been shown to be short lived species
that are essential intermediates in several biological processes.1015
The presence of two different strands (DNA and RNA) in
hybrids results in distinct helical conformation of the hybrids.
These hybrids are recognized by RNase H enzyme which is
capable of degrading their RNA strand without affecting the
complementary DNA strand.16,17 The enzymatic (RNase H)
recognition is not sequence specific and the enzyme has an
extraordinary ability to discriminate DNA-RNA hybrids from
other single and double stranded DNA and RNA molecules.
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Previous studies have suggested their unique conformation and
intermediate minor groove width are possible reasons for this
discrimination but the recognition mechanism is still unclear.16,17
Since RNA viruses synthesize DNA-RNA hybrids in their reverse
transcription process, and since the stability of these molecules is
important for their life cycle, it is all more desirable to have a
better understanding of the structure-function relationships of
hybrid duplexes in general.18
Discrimination of hybrids from homogeneous duplexes by RNase
H enzyme has been exploited for biomedical purposes, such as
antisense technology. Numerous studies have been performed on
DNA-RNA hybrids not only to understand the structural reasons
behind the non-specific recognition but also to explore their
potential role in therapeutics.19 There have been many
experimental studies on DNA-RNA hybrids20-34 over the past two
decades. Initial X-ray crystallographic studies showed that these
hybrids exhibit a conformation close to A-form.29-33 But NMR,
CD and Raman spectroscopic studies showed that the
deoxyriboses in hybrids exist in south conformations and riboses
exist in north conformation which attribute A/B-like
conformation to hybrids.10,11,13,14 Initial computational studies
explained the structure of DNA-RNA hybrid supporting the NMR
results.35-39 These studies suggest that the DNA-RNA hybrids
adopt intermediate A/B-like conformation or globally close to Atype conformation.
Previous studies proposed certain factors that may be responsible
for the structural discrimination among DNA, RNA and DNARNA hybrids, and their biochemical susceptibility in nuclease
activity.36,40 Minor groove width, helical rise, unique desolvation
pattern, conformational sampling of DNA backbone, intrinsic
flexibility and deformability have been proposed as possible
factors which could play a role in specific discrimination of
[journal], [year], [vol], 00–00 | 1
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and
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biochemical
susceptibility.36,40 It has been shown experimentally that the
hybrid duplexes with high purine composition in their RNA
strand show high resistance to nuclease activity.12,41 The details
of the changes in the structure and dynamics of hybrid duplexes
with respect to base composition and how they are recognized by
RNase H is not known. The present study aims to address the first
aspect by investigating DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes by changing
the purine-pyrimidine base composition systematically.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are in general useful for
studying the dynamics of biological macromolecules like nucleic
acids, proteins and their complexes.36,42-44 MD simulations in
explicit solvent environment have been performed on DNA-RNA
hybrids by considering model systems with varying dPy
composition in their DNA strand. Several structural and energetic
calculations have been done and the results have been compared
with their respective B-DNA and A-RNA duplexes. Examination
of the current MD results indicates that most of the properties
depend on their deoxypyrimidine (dPy) content and reveals
possible factors responsible for the nuclease resistance on the
hybrid with 100% dPy composition in its DNA strand.
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generated from pure RNA using CHARMM45 biomolecular
simulation program by performing necessary modifications. A
500 step steepest decent (SD) minimization was performed and
the systems were immersed in a pre-equilibrated water box built
based on the modified TIP3P model.46 The dimensions of the
water box were selected so that the distances from non-hydrogen
atoms of the nucleic acid duplex are at least 10 Å from the edge
of the box and the overlapping water molecules within 2.0 Å of
duplex heavy atoms were removed. Sodium ions were placed
randomly to neutralize the charge on the systems which were then
subjected to 500-step SD and 500-step adopted basis Newton
Rapson (ABNR) minimizations with harmonic restraints on
heavy atoms, followed by 100 ps MD simulation in NVT
ensemble. SHAKE algorithm47 was employed to constrain the
covalent bonds involving hydrogens. NPT ensemble was used for
the production runs using the Nose-Hoover thermostat48 for
constant temperature and the Langevin piston algorithm49 for
constant pressure, and periodic boundary conditions were applied
throughout the simulations using CRYSTAL module50 in
CHARMM program. Long range electrostatic interactions were
treated using particle mesh Ewald (PME) method.51,52 A force
switch smoothing function was used from 10 Å to 12 Å for the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions,53 while the non-bonded lists
were updated heuristically. CHARMM36 all-atom nucleic acid
force field54-56 was employed. All the production simulations
have been extended upto 100 ns for DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes
and 50 ns for regular DNA and RNA duplexes using NAMD57 by
using the structures obtained at the end of equilibration step. The
integration of Newton's equation of motion has been done using
the Leapfrog integrator with an integration time step of 2 fs. A
weak harmonic restraint of a force constant 4.0 kcal/mol.Å2 was
applied on the central hydrogen bond of terminal base pairs to
prevent the chances of base pair opening42 in all the simulations.
In addition to CHARMM, visual molecular dynamics (VMD)58
and Curves+59 softwares were also used for performing structural
analysis. Details of binding free energy and helical deformation
force constant calculations are provided in the Electronic
Supplementary Information (ESI).

Scheme 1: DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes with varying deoxypyrimidine
(dPy) composition in their DNA strand. Simulations were also performed
on the corresponding five pure DNA and five pure RNA duplexes.
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Model Systems and Sequence Selection: MD simulations were
performed on five dodecamer model systems containing 0%,
25%, 50%, 75% and 100% dPy composition in their sequence
(Scheme 1). These sequences were selected based on the
following criteria: (a) the duplexes must be long enough to form a
complete helical turn and (b) contain equal AT/GC (6:6) content.
The model sequences considered in this study were taken from
available experimental A-RNA structures. MD simulations were
also performed on the pure DNA and pure RNA structures with
similar sequences except that the thymines (T) in DNA strand
were replaced by uracil (U) in RNA strand. This resulted in 15
molecular systems. Additionally, MD simulations were also done
on alternating GA sequence to examine the effect of change in
sequence on the trends obtained for the model systems used here
(Scheme 1).
Simulation protocol: The starting structures corresponding to
pure DNA and RNA duplexes were generated using the Sybyl 7.2
software (Tripos Inc), and the coordinates for all hybrids were
2 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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Fig.1 Time evolution of the RMSD (Å) corresponding to five DNA-RNA
hybrid duplexes. RMSD plots of the pure DNA and RNA duplexes are
presented in Fig. S1 in ESI.

Results and Discussion

90

Overall structures: To assess the structural changes in simulated
systems and to verify the convergence of the simulations, RMSD
along the simulation time were computed for all the systems with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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respect to their initial conformation. Based on the time series of
RMSD of all the hybrids, the structural and energetic analysis
were done on the final 80 ns simulation trajectories (37 ns in case
of DNA and RNA duplexes) (Fig.1). Visual inspection of the
duplexes indicates that the Watson-Crick (WC) base pairing is
well preserved throughout the simulations. The RMSD plots
corresponding to pure DNA and RNA duplexes indicate that no
major changes occur in the overall structure of the duplexes (see
Fig. S1of ESI). The molecular volumes occupied by the duplexes
were estimated and are shown in Fig. 2. As the dPy content in
hybrid decreases, the occupied volume by the duplexes also
decreases. However, such kind of difference in volume change is
not observed for pure DNA and RNA duplexes which indicate
distinct overall structures of the DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes
depend on the base composition which is not seen in case of pure
DNA and RNA duplexes.

45

Fig.3 Probability distributions of pseudorotation angles corresponding to
the full duplexes and individual strands of DNA-RNA hybrids considered
in the present study and their corresponding pure DNA and RNA
duplexes.

50

Fig.4 Probability distributions of glycosidic dihedral angle (χ) of sugarbase bond corresponding to the full duplexes and individual strands of
DNA-RNA hybrids. Distributions corresponding to pure DNA and pure
RNA duplexes are also included for comparison.

Fig.2 Molecular volume (Å3) of DNA-RNA hybrid, DNA and RNA
duplexes calculated over the equilibrated trajectory.
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Variations in hybrid backbone conformation with the base
composition of the DNA strand: Previous EPR and CD
experiments on DNA-RNA hybrids have shown that the hybrids
(dA-rU) and (dT-rA) exhibit conformations similar to B- and Atype nucleic acid structures respectively.21 Moreover, the initial
MD simulation results suggested that the duplexes with mixed
purine to pyrimidine base composition exhibit conformations
intermediate to A- and B-types.36 It has also been shown that
while RNA strand in hybrids exhibit conformation similar to pure
RNA duplex, the DNA strand exhibit conformational transitions
between A- and B-forms.36 The backbone conformation of
nucleic acid is mainly dictated by (a) sugar puckering angles (b)
α/γ and ε/ξ coupled rotations and (c) glycosidic dihedral angles
(χ). It is known that the DNA and RNA duplexes are
characterized by deoxyriboses sampling the C2'-endo and riboses
sampling the C3'-endo regions respectively. To further
understand the preferred conformation of DNA-RNA hybrids,
pseudorotation angles corresponding to the furanose sugar
puckering were calculated. Probability distributions show that as
the number of dPy in hybrid increases, the sampling of the North
conformation increases (Fig. 3). It is noticed that this systematic
transition in duplex conformation is mostly due to the variation in
purine to pyrimidine composition ratio of DNA strand whereas
such changes/variations are not observed for RNA strand.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Backbone orientations of the nucleic acids play an important
role in protein-nucleic acid recognition. Previous studies
suggested that sampling of the phosphodiester backbone dihedral
angles of hybrids could influence the nuclease activity.36 It is
observed from the glycosidic dihedral angle distributions that the
low dPy containing hybrids sample conformational regions
Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 3
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similar to high anti similar to pure DNA duplex whereas such
sampling is marginal in hybrids with high deoxypyrimidine
content (Fig. 4). These probability distributions of glycosidic
dihedral angles also indicate a systematic structural transition
from A/B-like conformation to A-like conformation with the
increase in dPy content in the DNA strand. This further supports
that hybrids with high deoxypyrimidine content adopt a backbone
conformation similar to that in A-type duplexes. Systematic
variations are observed in γ and ξ dihedral angles with the change
in dPy composition in DNA strand of DNA-RNA hybrid
duplexes (Fig. S4-S5). The probability distributions of ξ dihedral
angles indicate that the increase in deoxypyrimidine content
increases the sampling region from anti to high anti. The coupled
nature of α/γ and ε/ξ dihedral angles make the DNA strand
flexible to conformational changes with the change in its
nucleobase composition.

45

distribution moves towards that of RNA and becomes narrow as
the deoxypyrimidine content increases indicating a definite
gradual transition from B- to A-form. Possible consequences of
such a phenomenon on the lack of nuclease activity on hybrids
with high dPy content are discussed later.

Fig.6 Probability distribution of the minor groove width region of DNARNA hybrid, pure DNA and pure RNA duplexes.

Fig.5 Time series of the percentages of canonical BI conformations in
DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes.
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BI and BII conformations, exhibited by DNA duplexes can be
characterized based on the difference between the ε and ξ
phosphodiester dihedral angles ((ε-ξ) > 0 for BII and (ε-ξ) < 0 for
BI conformations).60,61 Percentages of BI conformation versus
BII conformation were calculated for each snapshot (Fig. 5). The
data reveal the decrease in BII population with the increase in
dPy composition, suggesting more A-like character to the hybrid
with 100% dPy composition. The variations observed in sugar
pseudorotation angles, glycosidic dihedral angles and backbone
dihedral angles together suggest that the DNA-RNA hybrid
properties are highly dependent on the base composition and
disparities in their properties are well correlated with the base
composition present in DNA strand but not in the RNA strand.
Effect of deoxyribose base composition on hybrid internal
structure: Asymmetry present in DNA-RNA hybrids attributes
unique groove widths compared to respective pure DNA and
RNA duplexes.35,36 The hybrids have intermediate groove width
between DNA and RNA duplex which is proposed to be a factor
for the non-specific enzymatic activity of RNase H.16 The
probability distributions of minor groove widths for the hybrids
and the corresponding pure duplexes are given in Fig. 6. The
4 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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Fig.7 Probability distributions of translational and rotational base
pair step parameters of DNA-RNA hybrids.

55

Local structures of nucleic acid duplexes are best captured by
the helical parameters. The calculated translational and rotational
parameters corresponding to base pair steps are presented in Fig.
7. The translational parameters shift, rise, the rotational parameter
tilt increase with the increase in dPy content. Parameters such as
x-displacement, tip, shear, buckle, stagger and propeller-twist
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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vary systematically with the change in dPy composition (Fig. S6S7). Such unique helical parameters and deformations could also
be possible factors that effect substrate recognition by RNase
H.36,40 Force constants along the three rotational and translational
deformation modes corresponding to base pair steps (Table S1)
showed no particular trend in the extent of helical deformations.
However, it is observed that hybrids with high dPy content have
high global force constant which assign high rigidity to them than
other hybrids.
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Thermodynamic stability of DNA-RNA hybrids: Free energy
calculations corresponding to the formation of duplex from two
individual strands can be efficiently used to assess the stability of
nucleic acid duplexes in general. MM-GBSA method was used to
calculate the free energies of binding, and the differences in the
free energies of binding of hybrids with respect to pure nucleic
acid counterparts are shown in Fig. 8. The relative binding free
energies suggest that all the hybrids are more stable than
respective pure DNA counterparts. In contrast, the hybrids exhibit
similar thermodynamic stabilities with respect to corresponding
RNA when the dPy content is more than 25%. Those with 25%
dPy or less were found to be less stable than the RNA
counterpart. These results are in excellent agreement with
previous experimental studies.15

60

the individual DNA and RNA strands show different hydration
patterns. Such variations in solvation patterns around the hybrids
resultant of the structural changes as discussed in previous
subsections are expected to have an impact on the protein-hybrid
recognition.
MD simulations have also been performed on 0% and 100%
dPy duplexes containing alternating AG sequence (Fig. S2).
These simulations have been performed up to 100 ns using
similar simulation protocol described in methods section. The
calculations such as glycosidic angle, pseudorotation angle and
minor groove width regions indicate a similar systematic
transition in hybrid conformation (Fig. S3). This suggests that the
systematic transition observed in DNA-RNA hybrids with the
variation in dPy content of DNA strand is sequence independent
and the current conclusions are applicable to all the DNA-RNA
hybrid molecules irrespective of the sequence.

Fig.9 SASA (Å2) values around the backbones of DNA and RNA strands
of DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes.
65
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Fig.8 Relative binding free energies of DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes with
respect to their corresponding pure DNA and pure RNA duplexes.
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Solvent dynamics around the DNA-RNA hybrids: Solvent
(water) present around the nucleic acid play a major role in their
function and activity, and these interactions play important role in
protein-nucleic acid binding. Solvent accessible surface area
(SASA) calculations were performed corresponding to various
regions of hybrids using a probe radius of 1.4 Å and are shown in
Fig.9 and Table S2. The computed SASA values suggest that the
hybrids with high dPy composition show distinct solvation
patterns compared to other hybrids. As the dPy content increases,
the SASA of the DNA strand decreases but that of the RNA
strand increases. Such trends are not observed in pure DNA and
RNA duplexes (Table S3). To further extend our understanding
of the solvation properties of DNA-RNA hybrids, hydration
numbers (water molecules whose oxygen atom lies within 3.5Å
of O/N-atoms of the nucleic acid) of duplexes were calculated
and are given in Table S4. Consistent with the SASA values, the
hydration number values decrease with increase in dPy content
especially around their backbone. As the dPy content increases,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Resistance of hybrid with 100% dPy composition towards
nuclease activity: As stated earlier, previous studies showed that
hybrids with 100% dPy content are resistant to RNase H
hydrolysis similar to pure RNA duplexes.12,41 It has also been
observed that the RNase H enzyme binds to the hybrid by
simultaneously interacting with both the strands carrying the
catalytic residues into the right position.16 Based on the
discussions above, we propose two main reasons to why the
enzymatic activity is affected with respect to the dPy content.
There are two structural properties of such hybrids that exhibit
stark similarities with respect to RNA. With respect to increase in
the dPy content, the minor groove width increases and exhibits a
value similar to RNA when dPy content is 100%. Second is the
increased sampling of A-type conformation as against the
preference of B-type conformation by DNA strands. Several
studies in the past have shown that one of the characteristic of
protein-DNA binding is packing of the sugar moieties with
certain hydrophobic residues. Such hydrophobic interactions are
in general associated with sugar conformations changing from Btype to A-type even in a pure DNA duplex.43,62-65 The present
analysis such as glycosidic dihedral angles, backbone dihedral
angles, and pseudorotation angles suggest almost A-like
conformation to the hybrid with 100% dPy composition in its
DNA strand. Binding of RNase H is expected to drive the
conformation of the hybrid duplex further close to the A-type.
Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 5
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Since the conformation of the hybrid duplex bound to RNase H
behaves more like a RNA duplex, the enzyme is not expected to
perform the hydrolysis.16,17 Other than these two factors, high
stability of DNA-RNA hybrids with high dPy composition than
their pure counterparts, high desolvation penalty and distinct
solvation patterns around the hybrid backbone especially DNA
strand could be other possible reasons. Detailed studies on the
structure and dynamics of RNase H enzyme bound hybrid duplex
are in progress.
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Conclusions
MD simulations were performed on carefully chosen model
systems of the DNA-RNA hybrid duplexes to understand the
relationship between base composition and their structural and
energetic properties. Comprehensive analyses of the MD
trajectories suggest that the properties of DNA-RNA hybrids are
highly dependent on their deoxypurine-pyrimidine composition,
which is not seen in their corresponding pure counterparts.
Furthermore, the structural and energetic properties of hybrid
duplexes vary gradually with the systematic change in
deoxypyrimidine content in their DNA strand. Free energy
calculations showed that hybrid duplexes with increasing number
of dPy content are thermodynamically more stable than the
respective DNA and RNA duplexes. Distinct features such as
sampling of backbone dihedral angles, glycosidic dihedral angles,
and furanose sugar puckering suggest that the hybrid with 100%
dPy composition exhibits a backbone conformation similar to that
of typical A-form nucleic acid, and is proposed as one of the
factors for their resistance towards nuclease activity. The
transition in minor groove width regions toward typical A-type
duplexes also supports this and is likely to be one of the possible
factors for their inactivity. This systematic study also reveals the
possibility of conceiving stable nucleic acid structures that
resemble snapshots during the A- to B-type duplex
transformations.
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